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Book Supplement 
The Roar of the Huntids 

Book Review 

Maybe it’s Rose Rosetree’s intro that tosses out the first clue: 
"Dedicated to those who believe there could be higher praise for a woman than to say, ‘Did you lose 
weight?’ ’’ 

If you’re a woman, that’s happened to you -- unless you're thinner than Calista Flockhart. Worse yet, it 
was meant as a major compliment -- one that’s particularly unfortunate when it’s obvious that you 
haven’t lost an ounce. 

You can open to almost any page in The Roar of the Huntids and find something that kickstarts your 
brain or your funnybone. It’s pungent, thoughtful, sometimes outrageous, other times much too close to 
the bone, and full of characters who are worth caring about and who have their own stories. 

Rosetree’s first novel is about love, healing, the power of spirituality and the dangers of religious 
tribalism as Americans fight to win what may be an unwinnable war. 

Set just far enough into the future that its satire leaves a sting, it’s a story about the crisis caused by a 
plague of spooky insects of unknown origin – huntids, as they become known to the spooked humans 
who encounter them. 

When the book opens, Rachel Murphy is a seemingly ordinary housewife and soccer mom. But when 
her son is infected by the huntids, Rachel’s battle for his life changes hers. As her husband works with 
the government to destroy the enormous alien plague before time runs out, Rachel becomes, almost 
against her will, a skilled empath. Together but separately, they try desperately to save us from 
ourselves. 

There are some wonderfully politically incorrect faces here, including President Stevie Tucker, who 
resembles several recent and current White House residents, and a disturbing number of the national 
clergy, who spout views that divide instead of unite. 

Rosetree has good fun taking on much of America's social and religious establishments and sorting 
through New Age and traditional spirituality as she explores the chasm between hype and wisdom. 

If you’ve ever been curious about auras, past-life regressions, soul retrieval (or, for that matter, what sex 
between empaths is like), you’ll learn plenty from an author who for more than 30 years has worked as a 
professional spiritual teacher and healer. 

Whether you're a New Ager or a "normal person," whatever that may be, you'll be entertained and 
surprised by this gripping tale; Rosetree wraps up all the loose ends and leaves readers something to 
mull over. And, inevitably, it's of special interest to anyone who has ever sensed his or her own psychic 
gifts. 

If you have suspected that you might be an empath -- if you have an innate ability to experience what 
others undergo – you’ll learn that you are not alone, and that the gift is not always welcome. Rachel’s 
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development as an empath is occasionally hilarious, often heartening and forever unpredictable, and her 
raging battles with her baser instincts can be hellishly funny. 

In an afterword, Rosetree mentions that the book was first written as a teaching story. "About 1 in 20 
people has a built-in, significant, trainable gift as an empath," she says. 

"Still, even in my fictional America of 2020, few people have ever heard of it. Currently, there are 
almost no skilled empaths in America. Even on TV, a place where, like it or not, many people discover 
role models, I've found only one empath — Counselor Deanna Troi of Star Trek: The Next Generation -
– and she’s in re-runs!" 

According to Rosetree, becoming a skilled empath opens up remarkable opportunities for service to 
others. "The suffering of unskilled empaths can be hard to identify and immensely painful," she says, 
"but with skill the gift becomes a source of profound joy." 

This is a delightful book for people who need more joy in their lives, one that, underneath its humor and 
well-honed outrage, is full of heart. 

 -- Pathways Magazine 


